
EDITORIAL

Simple sequential treatment for primary spontaneous

pneumothorax: one step closer
M.T. Henry

P
rimary spontaneous pneumothorax (PSP) remains a
significant clinical problem in emergency departments
and respiratory medicine units. The management of

minimally symptomatic patients presenting with their first
small PSP on a chest radiograph is straightforward; a period of
simple observation with follow-up chest radiography will
usually suffice. Attempts to prevent recurrence at this stage are
generally not recommended, as 50–70% of these patients will
not have a recurrence [1–3]. However, despite literature replete
with discussions on the assessment and management of PSP,
no standard approach to symptomatic or ‘‘large’’ PSPs has
been universally adopted. Two significant guidelines for
management of pneumothoraces have addressed this problem,
one of which was evidence-based and the other consensus-
based [4, 5].

Objectives for managing these patients should be straight-
forward. Ideally, a diagnosis and treatment algorithm should
be adopted that would predict those who need intervention. It
should facilitate the treatment and discharge of a significant
proportion of these patients in the emergency department
without the need for hospital admission. It should also allow
for continuing management of patients who require in-patient
pleural drainage without further invasive procedures, until it
becomes apparent that they have a persistent air leak
necessitating surgical intervention. Finally, these young and
otherwise fit patients should be managed in a setting that
allows them to remain mobile during their pleural drainage.

Predicting which patients require treatment for their PSPs
seems relatively straightforward. Breathless patients or those
with persistent significant chest pain should not be left without
intervention, regardless of the size of the pneumothorax on the
chest radiograph [4, 6]. What is less apparent is when to
intervene in clinically stable patients with large pneumo-
thoraces. The definition of what constitutes a large pneu-
mothorax varies, with the American College of Chest
Physicians (ACCP) defining it as o3 cm apex to cupola
distance [5], but the British Thoracic Society (BTS) stating that
it is o2 cm between the lung margin and the chest wall [4].
The latter definition derives from the Light index (%
pneumothorax5100-(DL

3/DH
36100)) which has been shown

to correlate accurately with the volume of air inside the pleural
cavity [7] and depends on the ratio of cubed diameters (D) of
the deflated lung (L) and hemithorax (H). The BTS definition

suggests that if the lung deflates uniformly from the chest wall
by o2 cm [4, 8], then it is very likely that the volume of air will
be .50% of the volume of the hemithorax. Both definitions are
unwieldy and as the lung does not often deflate in a uniform
manner around the whole circumference, all such equations
are unreliable. In the current issue of the European Respiratory
Journal, MARQUETTE et al. [9] provide a simplified approach to
the management of PSP. It is interesting that the authors note
that in their population of 41 consecutive PSP patients, 98%
would be defined as large pneumothoraces using ACCP
criteria but only 68% would be defined as such according to
BTS criteria, suggesting that fewer patients would be treated
invasively using BTS criteria for PSP assessment. This suggests
that the BTS criteria may underestimate the volume of a
pneumothorax. Discussion between C.H. Marquette and M.
Noppen (personal communications; Hôpital Albert Calmette,
Lille, France and Academic Hospital AZ-VUB, Brussels,
Belgium, respectively), who are experts in this field, has
highlighted that in an era of increasing access to digital
imagery such equations are likely to become obsolete. A
personal communication with M. Noppen has provided what
seems to be a very sensible and useful definition of what
constitutes a large pneumothorax (‘‘complete dehiscence of the
lung from the chest wall’’) and a small pneumothorax (‘‘partial
dehiscence’’). This practical description of pneumothorax size
correlates well with the experience of most respiratory
physicians trying to draw a relationship between physical
and radiological findings. It would make the decision to treat a
pneumothorax based on size rather than symptoms a less
complicated one, particularly for junior colleagues in training,
who may struggle with the various equations outlined above.
While there is consensus that treatment is required for all
symptomatic primary pneumothoraces, treatment of large
pneumothoraces in clinically stable patients may be facilitated
by universally adopting a chest radiograph grading system
such as that suggested here.

Once the decision to treat a patient with a PSP has been made,
the therapeutic options for evacuating air from the pleural
space include: 1) simple aspiration with a cannula and three-
way tap, and removal of the cannula after full, or almost full,
evacuation of air; 2) insertion of a small bore catheter into the
pleural space using the ‘‘Seldinger’’ technique; or 3) insertion
of a large chest tube into the pleural space [6, 8, 10]. The BTS
guidelines recommend simple aspiration with subsequent re-
aspiration in selected cases, progressing to the insertion of an
intercostal drain if simple aspiration fails [4]. The use of small-
calibre chest drains is favoured over the traditional larger
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tubes. The ACCP Delphi consensus document recommends a
16F to 22F chest tube or small-bore catheter (good consensus
for both) depending on the degree of clinical instability, with
larger tubes recommended if the patient is felt to have a
bronchopleural fistula [5]. Both guidelines recommend a water
seal device initially with attachment to suction if the lung fails
to re-expand, although the ACCP suggests that a small-bore
catheter attached to a Heimlich valve may be an option if
clinical stability can be obtained.

As it is now 3 and 5 yrs respectively since the publication of
the BTS and ACCP documents [4, 5], it is perhaps appropriate
to review the evidence supporting these particular guidelines
and to ask ourselves whether we may now suggest an
evidence-based simple treatment algorithm that would facili-
tate the treatment objectives outlined above. Simple aspiration
using a 16–18-gauge catheter inserted under local anaesthetic,
aspirating air through a three-way tap with the exit tube
underwater, has been shown, in several randomised and
noncontrolled trials [11–14] of primary and mixed primary and
secondary pneumothoraces, to be an effective alternative to
intercostal tube drainage. Success rates of ,60%, comparable
lengths of hospital stay and recurrence rates at 1 yr after the
first PSP of 17–26% have been demonstrated [11, 13–15]. In
practice, however, the aspiration cannula frequently kinks in
inexperienced hands and requires a second or third attempt,
and the procedure is cumbersome and does not effectively
exclude a persistent air leak. It is also difficult to successfully
keep the sealed catheter in place while a follow-up chest
radiograph is obtained prior to removal and discharge.

Catheter aspiration systems using Seldinger insertion techni-
ques are now widely used in the management of spontaneous
pneumothoraces. They are attached variously to three-way
taps and syringes for simple aspiration, flutter valves,
Heimlich valves or underwater seal systems [16–18]. These
techniques have minimal morbidity, allow early discharge of a
significant minority of patients and may enable the continua-
tion of therapy through a sequential approach, albeit at a
slightly higher financial cost than ‘‘simple’’ aspiration.
Negative pressure suction may be added to the system in
those who do not achieve full re-expansion of the lungs after
24 h, as demonstrated by VALLEE et al. [19] as early as 1988. In
their pilot study, MARQUETTE et al. [9] demonstrate a single
aspiration system that facilitates a simplified sequential steps
approach to the treatment of these patients using an 8.5F
catheter attached to a Heimlich one-way valve rather than an
underwater seal system. The catheters were inserted using the
Seldinger technique in 41 consecutive PSP patients. Patients
were admitted and negative pressure suction was added for
failure of lung re-expansion at 24–48 h, as was subsequent
referral to the thoracic surgeons after 4 days for persistent air
leak as per the BTS guidelines [4]. The authors demonstrated
that with this approach only one invasive procedure was
required, large tube thoracostomy was avoided and over a
third of patients would have been suitable for discharge at 6 h,
with 61% of patients having full lung re-expansion after 24 h
and thus being suitable for discharge without further
intervention.

This study provides further evidence to support the develop-
ment of simple sequential treatment strategies for patients with

PSP, which is usually just a nuisance rather than a life-
threatening event. Replacing the Heimlich valve with an
underwater seal system in the emergency department would
perhaps more accurately identify the cessation of the air leak.
Four to six hours of underwater seal drainage through a
catheter aspiration system, followed by a chest radiograph,
would allow those who have had a successful outcome to have
the catheter removed and to be discharged safely. Thereafter,
those who have an obvious persistent air leak on underwater
seal or failure of full re-expansion could have the system
replaced by the Heimlich valve. As MARQUETTE et al. [9] have
shown, these patients remain mobile and comfortable with this
system. They could be allowed home from the emergency
department to return after a further 24–48 h for further chest
radiography and clinical assessment, followed either by
removal of the catheter or admission for negative pressure
suction or surgical intervention if air leak persists beyond
4 days.

In conclusion, the pilot study presented by MARQUETTE et al. [9]
in this issue of the European Respiratory Journal brings us one
step closer to developing a universally accepted, predomi-
nantly outpatient-based protocol for the management of
primary spontaneous pneumothorax. While treatment strate-
gies will always have to be tailored to the individual patient,
emerging evidence, including that provided here, should
encourage us to develop further trials to facilitate the creation
of a simple sequential algorithmic approach to the general
management patients with primary spontaneous pneumo-
thorax [9, 14].
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